Abstract--We establish existence of solutions for a finite difference approximation to y" = f(x, y, yt) on [0, 1], subject to nonlinear two-point Sturm-Liouville boundary conditions of the form gi(y(i), yr(i)) = 0, i = 0, 1, assuming f satisfies one-sided growth bounds with respect to y~.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we give existence results for the following finite difference scheme:
:D2yk+l = f (tk,yk,7:)yk), k = 1,...,n-1,
= gl (yn,~y~),
which provides a discrete approximation to the two-point boundary value problem y" = f (x, y, y'), for all x C [0, 1],
g~ (y(i), ~'(i)) = 0, i = 0, 1,
Baxley [1] proved existence results fbr the boundary value problem (4) and (5) . He assumed that f satisfies one-sided growth bounds with respect to y and yt, and that tile nonlinear boundary conditions defined by the 9 i are naturally occuring generalizations of the usual Sturm-Liouville linear boundary conditions. His proofs are based on shooting with initial values combined with the maximum principle and the Kneser-Hukuhara continuum theorem.
Abadi and Thompson [2] used degree theory to generalise some of Baxley's results by allowing more rapid growth of f with respect to y and y'. Under a mild variant of the assumptions of Abadi and Thompson [2] , we show that the finite difference scheme (1)-(3) also has solutions which approximate solutions of the continuous problem. Moreover, when the solution of the continuous problem is unique, the approximate solutions converge to it, as the grid size goes to 0. Wc adapt the approach of Henderson and Thompson [3] . Henderson and Thompson used degree theory to establish existence results for solutions to boundary value problems for second-order diilerence equations (1) and where G -(q0 91), 9* :R2 × R2 --+ R, i = 0, 1 is continuous and flflly nonlinear. These solutions ~pproximate sohltions of the two-point boundary value problem (4) and 0 = G ((V(0), 9(1)), (9'(0), y'(1))).
Thompson assumed that, there exist strict lower and strict upper solutions for (4) , that f(z, 9, z) satisfied a two-sided Nagumo growth condition with respect to z, and that G is compatible with the strict lower and strict upI)er solutions. Under these assumptions, the corresponding continuous problem (4) and (7) has solutions; see [4 I . We present some notation, definitions, and background results in Section 2. 'Are state our main assumptions on the 9 i and f and present our main existence result in Section 3 and give some applications in Section 4.
Boundary value problems for (4) with nonlinear boundary conditions have not been studied as intensively as those with linear boundary conditions. For a discussion of the literature, see [1,4 8] , and the references quoted therein. The literature on difference equations is extensive; see, for exmnple, the books by Agarwal [9] and by Kelley and Peterson [10] , together with the references therein. For other papers also employing discrete lower and discrete upper solutions, see [3,11 151. 
BACKGROUND NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS
In order to state our results, we need some notation. 
(f(tk,/3k, Dt3k) --772/3k+1 >__ 7, k = 1,..., n -1).
Let a _</~ be nondegenerate, strict lower, and strict upper solutions, respectively, for (1). DEFINITION 2. all (C, D) E OA
We call the vector field • = (~b °, ifl) 6 C(fi~; R 2) inwardly pointing on A if for
To state our main results, we need the following assumptions on f(z, y, z). 
R2). We say G is very strongly compatible with a and fl if for all inwardly pointing g~ on A g(C, D) ¢ O, for all (C, D) ~ OA, and
We consider the following nonlinear Sturm-Liouville boundary conditions introduced by Baxley.
SL0: The graph of g°(y,z) = 0 contains a (continuous) curve which can be parameterized Y = P(7), z = q(7), for -oo < 7 < oc, where p, q are continuous and lira supp(7) < +oc, lira infp(7) > -0% (15) 7---+-00 7---++00
lim q('y)=-oc, lira q(7)= +oc.
7--+--oo 7---++o0 SLI: gl(u,v) is continuous on IR 2 and given u0 E R, there exist Vl,/J 2 E II{ so that gX(u,v) > 0 for u _> u0, v > Vz, and f(u,v) < 0 for u < ~t0, v _< v2.
If g t satisfies SL1, we let Tl(U0) (respectively, T,2(u0)) denote the infimum (respectively, suprammn) of the set of all such values Vl (respectively, vg). Clearly, Tl(u), T2(u) are both nonincreasing functions of u. Later we will construct a strict lower solution, ct, using the one-sided inequality BS(~9), respectively, the one-sided growth Assumption C2'(~9) on f. Moreover, we will construct a strict ui)per solution/3 satisfying ~ <_ ~, on [0, 1] using the one-sided inequality Bt'(~l), respectively, the one-sided growth Assumption CI'({1) on f.
Our Assumptions B1'({1), and B2'(~2), are strengthened versions of Assumptions BI(~I), and B9(~2), respectively, of Abadi and Thompson [2] obtained by replacing the weak inequalities in [2] by strict inequalities. Our one-sided Nagumo conditions DI" and D2" are w, riants of Assumptions DI' and D2', respectively, of Abadi and Thompson [2] obtained by requiring the functions hi and h2, respectively, to be continuous. They are used to establish a prior'i bounds on II~/)l[ depending on Ilfll but not h, for solutions, ;0, of problem (1)- (3). To obtain these a priori bounds [3] , we used a mean value style argument to bound IDyNI at some point and then used D to bound on IID~I[. By contrast, the current paper uses SL1 to bound Iz)>~ I and then uses DI' and D2' to bound IIZ~ll. The question arises as to whether SL1 is needed tbr the current bound, and if not to produce a counterexample.
Clearly D implies DI" and D2", but the converse is not true as can be seen from the example
in [2].
For a discussion of the relationship between Abadi and Thompson's [2] growth conditions and those of Baxley, see [1] .
THE MAIN RESULTS
Now, we are ready to state our results. We begin with our main theorenL To simplify notation, we set Dyk = VI; for k = 1,.
.n. , II -1. We now discuss the sense in which solutions of the difference equation (1) approximate solutions of the continuous problem (4). The proof uses fN rather than f. The remainder of the proof follows similar lines to that in [15, Theorem 2.5] and so we omit it. The notation y(t, ~) and v(t, [1) was introduced in [15] .
LEMMA 3.4. Let f satisfy Assumptions A and DS' and let (~ and [3 be nondegenerate, strict lower and strict upper solutions, respectively, for (4). Let -N2 < -ill2 <_ s'2(~12,
'
APPLICATIONS
In this section, we give some applications of our results. 
It is not difficult to check that f(x, y, y') satisfies Assumptions BI'(~I) with Yl = 1 and ~1 = 2, B2'({2) with y2 = -1 and ~2 = -2, and DI" and D2", where hi(y') = 2max{l~/ll, 17121, 1} x (y,)21n(1 + y,2) = h2(y') and Sl = 2 = -s2. Moreover, it is not difficult to check that gO satisfies SL0 and g 1 satisfies SL1. Thus, by Theorem 3.1, there is 5 > 0 such that for 0 < h < 5 the finite difference scheme associated with (22) and (23) has a solution.
The next example is from Baxley [1] . It poses an interesting problem. 
If m is a positive odd number, then f satisfies B1'(~1) and B2'(~2) fox' suitable Yl, Y2, {1, and ~2. Moreover, f satisfies DI" and D2" for hi(z) = h2(z) = max{la(x)l : 0 < x < 1}z. Thus, our Theorem 3.1 applies to show that the finite difference scheme associated with (24) and (25) has a solution. Moreover, it follows from the maximum principle that the solution to continuous problem (24) and (25) is unique. Thus, solutions of the associated difference scheme converge, in the sense of Theorem 3.5, to solutions of continuous problems, as the grid size converges to 0.
It would be interesting to know if solutions to the finite difference scheme are unique for small step size. If two solutions persist as the step size converges to 0, then the point at which the maximum of their difference is attained must converge to an end of the interval as step size converges to 0. Moreover, solutions are unique if a is nonnegative. This raises the general question as to what, if any, is the connection between uniqueness for boundary value problems for the continuous problem and uniqueness for its associated finite difference approximation.
If m is a positive even number, then our Theorem 3.1 may not apply. In this case, as in [1] , we set f(x, y, z) = A(x)lyr'~sgny + a(x)z, and then solutions to the boundary value problem (4) together with boundary conditions (25) exist and are nonnegative. Moreover, out" Theorem 3.1 applies with this f, and consequently the associated finite difference scheme has a solution which approximates a solution of the corresponding continuous problem when the step size is sufficiently small. It would be interesting to know if solutions to the finite difference schemes are nonnegative for small step size. Solutions are nonnegative if a is nonnegative.
In a future note, we will extend our results to other boundary conditions of physical interest.
